PRESS RELEASE
Report Documents New Findings on Longest Living
and Most Socially Active Supercentenarians
Personalities, Demographics, and Trends of Oldest Living People
from Around the Globe Now Extensively Documented

January 6, 2020, London, UK
: Aging Analytics Agency in collaboration with Gerontology Research
Group (GRG) announces the publication of its open-access report, “Supercentenarians Landscape
Overview: Top-100 Living, Top-100 Longest Lived, Top-25 Socially and Professionally Active”.
The report is divided into four main sections:
●
●
●
●

An introduction discussing records history and data on supercentenarians
The 100 longest lived supercentenarians of all time, data, and profiles
The 100 oldest currently living supercentenarians, data, and profiles
The 25 currently living centenarians who remain professionally or socially active, data, and
profiles

Analytical report finds valuable trends, such as gender distribution of supercentenarians, the
geographic distribution of this group, and first-hand data on how they live their lives.
"The Gerontology Research Group (GRG) is pleased to collaborate with Aging Analytics Agency on
this Supercentenarians Landscape Overview report, which provides both quantitative and qualitative
perspectives on supercentenarians. The GRG brings more than 20 years of study experience on
supercentenarians and has been the consultant to Guinness World Records on this issue for more
than 19 consecutive years. This report presents supercentenarian data first as a population-group
statistical overview, then the reader is introduced to nearly 200 supercentenarians (and 25 notable
nonagenarians and centenarians noted for their healthy and active lifestyle) as key examples of
maximum human longevity and healthy aging. It is the view of both Aging Analytics Agency and the
GRG that scientific and general reader interest in the study of supercentenarians will continue to
increase as key examples of healthy longevity and assessment of how long humans presently live
and opportunities for future life extension. Data from supercentenarians continues to increase in
availability from both established and emerging regions. Counter to past notions of
supercentenarians as merely clustering in a few isolated regions, the updated worldview model
based on GRG data shows that supercentenarians exist anywhere the population size and life
expectancy are sufficient to support it. That is a positive for us all as it means that all groups have an
opportunity to live to 110+, or at least to adapt the lifestyle practices of supercentenarians, as an
attainable lifestyle goal" said Robert D. Young, Director, GRG Supercentenarian Research and
Database Division.
“Aging Analytics Agency has been producing landscape overviews of both the Global Longevity
Industry and related regional case studies for a number of years, long before mainstream
recognition of this sphere was at the height that it is today. We are happy to collaborate on this new
overview of the top longest-lived, currently living and socially and professionally-active
supercentenarians with the long-standing leader in this field of research, documentation and
validation, the Gerontology Research Group” said Franco Cortese, Director of Aging Analytics
Agency.
In this fashion, Aging Analytics Agency’s “Supercentenarians Landscape Overview” special
analytical case study aims to give an overview of the history and data concerning the
supercentenarian population as well as provide a more intimate look at the individuals who are
possible supercentenarians, both those verified and recognized by the GRG and those still under
investigation.
“There is no manner of conclusively knowing whether supercentenarians have existed throughout
human history, or if they are a relatively recent phenomenon. We also do not know the roles that
culture, environment or individual genetics might have played or how these factors could be
interrelated. These gaps in our knowledge highlight the importance of not only accurate but also
comprehensive data over multiple fields to fully be able to understand the phenomenon of
extraordinary Longevity.”- Supercentenarians Landscape Overview
In 1990, L. Stephen Coles, MD PhD created the Gerontology Research Group (GRG) which by
1997, for the first time, could verify and catalogue these claims in aggregate as a database. The
GRG verifies that people claiming to be supercentenarians are at least 110 years old by validating
proof of age documents provided by the claimant or their family. This report represents the latest,
crucial research into the supercentenarian phenomenon, and will prove essential in the increasing
awareness of the Longevity movement worldwide.

"
The leadership and members of GRG appreciate the people of Aging Analytics Agency and their
outstanding contributions with these landscape overviews. GRG, under Robert Young’s (Director of
Supercentenarian Research and Database) outstanding leadership, worked diligently to contribute
solid information that meets Aging Analytics Agency's high standards and provides value." - Johnny
Adams, GRG Executive Director, Aging Intervention Foundation CEO/Executive Director
GRG’s mission is to slow and ultimately reverse age-related decline for more healthy years of life.
Therefore, analyzing supercentenarians from as wide a data pool as possible is crucial for the
growth and evolution of the global Longevity Industry.
About Aging Analytics Agency
Aging Analytics Agency is the world’s premier provider of industry analytics on the topics of
Longevity, Precision Preventive Medicine and Economics of Ageing, and the convergence of
technologies such as AI, Blockchain, Digital Health and their impact on the healthcare industry,
renowned for its development of sophisticated comparative analytical frameworks allowing for
practical and tangible forecasts to be applied to industries that are otherwise too complex for
standard analytical approaches to be used in a relevant way. The company provides strategic
consulting services in fields relating to Longevity, and currently serves as the primary source of
analytics and data for the UK All-Party Parliamentary Group for Longevity.
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